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Despite the fact that the multifaceted values of urban green spaces in the public and private domai n
constitute the core of urban sustainability, their importance is not adequately investigated in the contex t
of developing countries . We undertook a survey of homegardens on private properties in Kozhikode,
a city located in the state of Kerala, India . Our investigation reveals a substantial loss of private gree n
spaces, defined in terms of the added economic value homegardens provided to households during th e
last decade . We hypothesise and validate empirically that this loss, over time, is negatively associate d
with technological infusion at the household level, which we measure by assessing the increase in th e
number of personal computer(s) possessed by households . We provide an economic framework to discus s
the implications of our proposition . We conclude that the nature of positive externalities associated wit h
private, urban green spaces demands policy intervention by the State .
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Introductio n

There is a growing realisation that u r ban green spaces are nec-
essary for creating sustainable urban centr es . The contribution o f
green spaces covered with trees, shrubs and ground vegetation i n
improving the micro-climatic conditions of urban areas (Avissar ,
1996 ; Givoni, 1991 ; Miyawaki, 1998 : Georgi and Dimitriou, 2010 )
and other ecosystem services is well documented . Urban gree n
spaces enrich urban communities aesthetically and add recre-
ational avenues for city dwellers (Attwell, 2000 ; Konijnendijk et al . ,
2006) . Green spaces are also positively associated with greate r
perceived general health .of residents (Maas et al ., 2006) . Mos t
importantly, green spaces further reinforce the process of car -
bon sequestration in urban areas to mitigate the effects of climat e
change (Nowak and Crane, 2002 ; Jenkins and Riemann, 2003 ;
Escobedo et al ., 2010) . There is no lack of literature extolling th e
multifaceted values of urban green space in the context of urba n
sustainability . In general, green spaces in urban areas fall into tw o
categories based on the nature of ownership - private or public .
There are, however, significant external benefits of u r ban gree n
spaces regardless of ownership .

What needs to be further explored is the likelihood of the los s
of urban green spaces due to rapid urbanisation, changing urba n
lifestyles and culture, and technological advancements, particularl y
in the context of developing countries like India and China . Thus ,
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there is good reason to undertake research in a variety of relativel y
unexplored urban landscapes to provide a better understandin g
of the reality of urban green spaces . The Indian urban landscape
context, which is going through a large make-over in the post-
economic reform era (1991-), provides this research opportunity .
The changing urban landscape and deteriorating urban environ-
ment has, now, become an issue of considerable significance to th e
environmentalists and ur ban planners in India . The primary chal-
lenge is to conserve green spaces and withstand the unprecedente d
pressure to alter scarce public land resources for expanding publi c
infrastructure, business centres and housing, all of which is gain-
ing momentum due to the twin processes of technological progres s
and modernisation .

Private green spaces are somewhat undervalued compare d
to public green spaces, though they both provide vital protec-
tion against environmental losses that would happen otherwise .
Though India has a long tradition of private green spaces in th e
form of domestic gardens, backyards, and home gardens, there ha s
been a noticeable change in recent years . Currently, green space s
in urban India are rarer compared to most other Asian countrie s
(I<uchelmeister, 1998) . In general, greenery and its conservatio n
once played a central role in the Indian culture . It is well grounde d
in the philosophical approach of the ancients to nature, which
was characterised by subordination, cooperation and participatio n
(Kerr and Swarup, 1997) . The ancient religious traditions - withi n
and beyond scriptures - reinforce this view . The question is how
much of this ancient culture .still exists in modern India, partic-
ularly around environmental themes in the urban context? Th e
existence of private green spaces in urban agglomerations presents
the opportunity to unravel the genesis of possible change in privat e
green spaces over time and the factors that have influenced that
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change . We undertake a case analysis of homegardens, a form o f
private green space with multi-storeyed tropical vegetation in th e
city of Kozhikode, located in the state of Kerala, India .

'Homegarcfens' constitute the predominant form of urban an d
semi-urban private green spaces in Kerala . Homegardens are con-
sidered one of the most important multifunctional land use system s
in the managed ecosystems of the tropics (Kumar and Nair, 2006) .
Our survey records the private possession of homegardens by
Keralan households along with other demographic and socio -
economic variables . This survey reveals a substantial decline i n
homegardens between 2000 and-2010, measured in terms of eco-
nomic value added to sample households . In view of this, w e
attempt to evaluate the role of technological infusion in a house -
hold in changing the magnitude of homegardens measured in term s
of the added household economic value produced by the homegar-
den . We employ regression analysis to identify the significance o f
technological infusion at a household level in reducing the exten t
of homegardens, measured in terms of their economic value adde d
to the household .

Given the significance of technological infusion in the decline i n
homegardens, we propose an economic framework to study th e
relationship between changing resource endowments and man-
agement of the landscape within the periphery of the privat e
domain . Even though homegardens are not a public good per se ,
there are positive externalities associated with them ; that is, the y
benefit the society at large, not just owners . On the other hand, th e
conservation of green spaces still remains of peripheral interest t o
the urban governing bodies, which are entrusted with planning ,
management and administrative affairs in India (Devy et al ., 2009) .
It is in this context that we explore the possible role of the State i n
mitigating homegarden decline . We also use our economic frame-
work to examine the historical role of the cultural ethos in bridgin g
the gap between the private and the collective assessment of th e
economic value of homegardens .

Study area

We provide a case analysis of the city of Kozhikode (formerl y
Calicut) in the state of Kerala, which is located in peninsular India .
Kozhikode, an old coastal city, was chosen due to its location, size ,
history and cultural backdrop . One of the remarkable features o f
Kerala, a state bestowed with an abundance of greenery (Fores t
Survey of India, 2009), is the presence of traditional homegarden s
in almost every household . Kumar and Nair (2004) point out tha t
the homegardens in Kerala are thought to be at least 4000 year s
old . This contributes to the high tree cover in Kerala compared t o
other states in India (Forest Survey of India, 2009) . I heritage and cul -
ture is very important in Kerala . It has a thriving Ayurveda syste m
(Harilal, 2009), even in the urban centres . (Ayurveda is a syste m
of complementary and alternative medicine . See Chacko (2003 )
on the efficacy and practice of Ayurveda .) Even though home -
gardens are centur ies-old components of the rural landscape i n
Kerala, they are also found in small-scale and varied forms in th e
urban landscape . Despite Kerala's relatively high population den-
sity (859 persons/k m 2 in 201 1), attributed to growing urbanisation ,
the homegardens are still a part of the u rban landscape .

Despite its history, there is growing concern over the loss o f
urban green space in Kerala (our emphasis) that has become mor e
evident since the increase in construction activity from mid-200 1
to mid-2004 - the post-economic reform era (the economic reform s
in Kerala picked up momentum in 2001 when the state governmen t
initiated a number of measures to accelerate economic growth) - .
resulting in higher growth (6 .2%), and by 2003-2004, it became a
larger income generating subsector than the manufacturing secto r
(jeromi, 2005) . There are other environmental (i<orakandy, 2000)

and societal concerns (Gopikuttan, 1990) arising from the construc -
tion boom in Kerala, all of which are particularly relevant for th e
city of our focus, Kozhikode . Once known as the laidback city of Ker -
ala, Kozhikode is now expanding horizontally and vertically . Th e
history of Kozhikode shows its evolution from a small rural com-
munity to a modern city . It now constitutes the third largest urba n
agglomeration in the state of Kerala . This growth led to a build-
ing boom, with the construction of residential apartment building s
and shopping malls in Kozhikode, which was a response to th e
emergence of a new class of highly demanding consumers look-
ing for quality living space, the demand for space by retailers, an d
the establishment of two new Information Technology (iT) park s
(Sanandakumar, 2008) . Evidently, this wave of urbanisation ma y
lead to a decline in green space coverage .

Survey and methodology

We selected three localities, namely Ashokapuram (1810 house -
holds), West Hill (1686 households), and Govindapuram (361 5
households), situated within the limits of the Kozhikode Municipa l
Corporation, which is divided into 75 localities called wards . Ou r
selection of localities was based on their position with respect t o
Mananchira Square, the centre of Kozhikode city : Ashokapuram i s
located in the northern part of the city, while West Hill and Govin -
dapuram are located in the north-west and north-east, respectively .
Ashokapuram is closest to the city centre, within a distance of 1 km .
West Hill is situated near the periphery of the Kozhikode Municipa l
Corporation . Govindapuram is situated somewhere in between i n
terms of distance from the city centre .

A sample of 50 households was chosen from each of these thre e
localities . Given the lack of resources, it was not possible to under -
take a complete enumeration of all households . Hence, we could no t
evoke a random sample using a random number generator . How -
ever, all efforts were made to choose the sample households fro m
each locality in a non-selective manner . We selected at least on e
household from each of the small streets in each locality and multi -
ple households from different points on bigger streets . The rando m
nature of our sample is manifested through various descriptive
statistics as elaborated in the Results .

We undertook a preliminary survey of five households in eac h
of the three localities to pre-test our structured questionnaire .
To negate information bias dur ing the collection process, service s
of a native and professional field investigator were employed .
The structured questionnaire solicited information about eac h
household, including demographic details, economic condition ,
the details of vegetation in the homegarden, land utilisation pat -
tern divided into two categories (built-up and homegarden area) ,
income accrued from the homegarden, utilisation pattern of home -
garden products, and management attributes of the homegarden .
The relevant information came from two points in time, the presen t
(2010) and a recollection of the same variables ten years ago (2000) .

Based on annual income, we categorised the sample household s
into three categories : low income, with an annual income of India n
Rupees (INR) 100,000 (approximately US$ 2250 ; US$1 =INR45 i n
2010) or less ; middle income, between INR 100,000 to 200,000 ; an d
high income, with more than INR 200,000 . We observed three kind s
of vegetation in the homegardens : 'trees', 'shrubs' and 'climbers' .
We included only the cultivated plants in our sample, that is, w e
excluded weeds . Woody plants more than 2 in high were classifie d
as trees and those woody plants less than 2 in were classified a s
shrubs . Finally, non-woody plants were classified as climbers . Al l
three kinds of vegetation in homegardens constitute our definitio n
of urban green space . Furthermore, we used the economic value o f
homegarden products - consumed at the household level and/o r
sold by the household in the market - obtained from these three
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kinds of vegetation as an instrument to measure the inter-tempora l
change in urban green space in the context of this study .

We present our motivation for using the economic value o f
homegarden products to measure the change in homegardens . A
change in the extent of vegetation may not tell the entire story, a s
some species are more valuable than others and may also requir e
greater care to maintain them . Therefore, the homegarden chang e
may come from two sources : extrinsically, through a change in th e
extent of vegetation and intrinsically, through a change in the veg-
etation pattern that could be traced through a change in economi c
value for that vegetation . The added economic value takes accoun t
of both extrinsic and intrinsic changes .

The research demands a comparison of outcomes and event s
in two different periods of time for a meaningful evaluation of th e
trends . At the same time, there is no plausible mechanism to collect
past information other than appealing to respondents' memory .
This method suffers from the so-called recall bias, which only grow s
over time . Hence, we restricted our research to a span of ten year s
for comparison . Moreover, we included a household in our sampl e
only if the household has remained there continuously for the las t
ten years. These restrictions regarding sample selection and recal l
bias are likely to consolidate our main findings rather than negate
them. We discuss this while describing the empirical findings o f
our study in the next section .

Result s

Sample demography

We first describe the sample demography (see Table I ), whic h
has direct implications for the results based on our survey of 15 0
households . A majority (127) of these households are originall y
from the city of Kozhikode . Nineteen have migrated from the sam e
state and one from a different state in India . This data is missin g
for three households . A majority of the households (62%) are fro m
various underprivileged parts of society . (The Government of Indi a
classifies Indian citizens based on their social and economic con-
dition as Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, Other Backward Clas s
and the General Category. The first three categories constitute var-
ious underprivileged classes .) We notice the rise in the average ag e
for the sample dur ing 2000– 2010, which is consistent with th e
aging population profile of Kerala (Indian Census, 2011) . In Kerala ,
the female-to-male ratio is 1 .084 (1084 females per 1000 males) ,
higher than the national figure of 0 .940 . In our sample too, a simi-
lar trend has been found with the female-to-male ratio standing a t
1 .169 in 2010 .

The members in the sample come from diverse professiona l
backgrounds . There are people employed in various service sec-
tors (20 .81%), business people (6 .43%), manual labourers (1 .06%) ,
professionals (4.91%), housewives (25 .04%), unemployed (24.20%) ,
and miscellaneous (17 .6%) . If we classify based on income, 46.67 %
households fall in the low-income group ; a similar number of
households (44%) are in the middle-income group ; and relatively
few are in the high-income group . The distribution is highly stabl e
over the 10-year time period .

The underlying socio-economic diversity of sample household s
is illustrative of the random nature of the sample . To some extent ,
this diversity is attributed to the differences observed regardin g
household decision making, as shown later .

Decline ofhomegarden s

There is no change in the landholding size for our sample house -
holds given our emphasis on choosing households living in th e
same houses during the last decade . Table 1, however, shows

that there is a mild decline in the size of the homegarden fo r
these households, which, on average, constitutes 59 .36% of the
households' total land, a figure which partially demonstrates th e
importance of a homegarden for a typical urban dweller in ou r
study area . We find the decrease in the area of homegarden is con -
tingent on household income . On average, the amount of decrease
is small (2.43 m 2 ) for the low-income group, of moderate magni-
tude (14 .16 m 2 ) for the middle-income group, and a sharp change
(47 .35 m 2 ) is noted for the high-income group . Could it be tha t
this change is contingent on the degree of technological infusion ?
As comparatively well-off households are plausibly more suscepti -
ble to technological advances, we may surmise that the reductio n
in the area of homegarden is attributed to technological advance-
ment and is therefore more prominent among relatively better-off
households .

Our analysis reveals a remarkable decline in the magnitude o f
vegetation in sample homegardens (see Table 1) . As described ear -
lier, we measure the change in the magnitude of a homegarde n
through the change in the economic value of products obtaine d
from that homegarden by the household . After controlling for infla -
tion, this change amounts to a staggering decline of 26 .66% . Thi s
is partly attributed to the plummeting number (–12 .87%) of th e
principal cash crop, the coconut tree (Cocos nucifera L.), in the home -
gardens in Kerala .

If the sample is a random one, the survey estimates are a good
proxy for the population and any conclusion based on the sam-
ple carries over to the general population . A valid concern arise s
regarding whether the general conclusion could be obtained fro m
the sample because the sample suffers from two biases, selectio n
bias and recall bias . On the one hand, we extracted the curren t
information (2010) regarding homegardens from field visits dur-
ing the survey, and on the other hand, the 2000 information sourc e
was extracted through household estimates . In general, it is more
probable that a respondent would fail to report some vegetatio n
in 2000 than to over-report it . Therefore, the actual magnitude o f
decline in homegardens during 2000–2010 is probably even mor e
than what was found in our data . Selection bias occurs in the sam-
ple, as we only chose those who were in the same location durin g
2000-2010 . Again, this supports an undervaluing of the true magni -
tude of decline . Residents often sell their property for constructio n
of high-rise apartments or commercial complexes . In those cases ,
the loss of greenery is, no doubt, massive . Since we did not selec t
those households deliberately in our sample, our decline estimat e
is a lower bound . This raises the additional concern that the actua l
decline in green spaces in the city of Kozhikode is probably mor e
extensive that what is concluded in this study .

Technological infusion : analysis in a regression-based framewor k

Why are homegardens declining? The decline of homegardens ,
measured in terms of added economic value, could be attributed t o
the hypothesis that homegardens are a channel for unskilled labour .
Obviously, skilled labour earns more compared to their unskille d
counterparts by being employed in technologically advanced sec -
tors . We emphasise here that the words skilled and unskilled .are
used in a very specific context . The word skill denotes a require d
level of expertise for a job in the technologically advanced sector .
There are skills associated with homegardening, but they are no t
used in this context . Hence, with the rise in education (skill-level
mandatory for the technologically advanced sector), individual s
move away from homegarden production, thereby causing a plum -
met in the economic value added by homegardens . A way to tes t
this hypothesis is to answer the following question : How asso-
ciated are one's technologically sophisticated skills vis-a-vis th e
economic value added by her homegarden? If these two attributes
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Table 1
Average figures for salient features of sample households . '

Year 2010 Year 2000 Change during 2000-201 0

Number of members 4.43 (1 .87) 4 .43 (1 .83) -0 .01 (1 .66 )
Age of (adult) household members 48.71 (9 .96) 36 .24 (11 .04) 12 .47 (7 .43 )
Years of schooling 11 .86 (2 .62) 11 .45 (2 .90 )
Landholding size (in In') 533.78 (423 .20) 533 .78 (423 .20) 0
Homegarden size (in mY ) 317.01 (360 .08) 32.1 .68 (364 .67) -1 .45
Nlnnher of trees, shrubs and climbers in homegardens 26 .08 (20.47) 29 .47 (24 .38) -11 .49
Number of trees only 20 .57 (16 .99) 23 .16 (20 .61) -12 .5 4
Economic value of homegarden products (consumed 2960°(2642) 3058(2763) -26 .66
and sold at the market, annually) (Indian Rupees)`
Number of observations 150150 150

Based on a survey in Kozhikode, India ; standard deviations are shown in parentheses .
' The 2000 and 2010 figures are expressed in terms of respective years' INR values . While calculating the percentage change, we have controlled for inflation durin g

2000-2010.
US$ 1 = Indian Rupees (INR) 45 in 2010 .

are negatively associated, it is indicative that technological infusio n
is associated with a decline in the economic value of homegardens .

To illustrate the idea further, we employ the following regres-
sion framework :

Yit

	

b ' xit - t eit

	

( 1 )

where y it is the economic value addition by the honiegarden o f
ith household and xit is the vector of socio-economic attributes fo r
the ith household in the time period t . Moreover, ea represents th e
regression error . The data are available from the two time period s
of 2000 and 2010 . We subtract the variables between two tim e
periods . Therefore, we have ,
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Eq . (1) gives rise to the following equation :
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(2 )

Household characteristics that are constant over time, such a s
caste and landholding size, are factored out of the above equatio n
in this process . We experiment with a few household characteris-
tics, such as average age of the adult household members, numbe r
of household members, and the income group to which the house -
hold belongs . The dependent variable of change in income group
assumes a value of 1 (--1) if a household moves up (down) one plac e
in the income ladder . The dependent variable (Dy j ) is the change i n
the economic value added by the homegarden during 2000-2010 .
This variable is calculated by subtracting the inflation-adjusted eco -
nomic value of homegarden products in 2000 from that of 2010 .
Summary statistics for important variables are given in Table 1 . I n
'Specification I' of the regression (see Table 2), it is found that th e
number of household members is statistically significant for th e
economic value addition of the homegarden, as expected .

To further examine our hypothesis of technological infusio n
being associated with a reduction in the added economic value of
homegardens, we formulate the question in the following manner :
If skills are rather intangible, how to detect them? I lence, we resor t
to the usage of technologically sophisticated machinery as an indi -
cator of the possession of technologically sophisticated skills . More
specifically, we focus on the number of personal computers . We
add the change in the number of computers in a household durin g
2000-2010 to the list of dependent variables to verify our conjec-
ture on the relationship between technological skill and the adde d
economic value of homegardens . The results are reported in 'Spec-
ification II' (Table 2) . Clearly, the increase in number of computers
is negatively associated (significant at a 5% level) with a growth i n
homegardens after controlling for income and other demographi c
characteristics of the household . This is an empirical demonstra-
tion of technological infusion being negatively associated with th e
added economic value of the homegarden at the household level .

It could be said that the possession of personal computers ma y
not have much to do with one's technological skills but, instead ,
is contingent on the affluence of the household in question . We
carry out a placebo analysis by illustrating an example of the pos-
session of colour television(s). Colour televisions are comparable
to personal computers in terms of cost in India . However, colou r
televisions are redundant as far as possession of technological skil l
is concerned . We supplement our analysis with another regression ,
shown in 'Specification Ill' (Table 2), with a change in the number o f
colou r televisions added to the list of independent variables . We do
not find this variable to be statistically significant, and it therefor e
constitutes a stronger argument in favour of our hypothesis that th e
added economic value of a homegarden is negatively associate d
with personal computer skills . Therefore, the empirical finding s
support our hypothesis of a negative relationship between tech-
nological infusion at the household level and the added economi c
value provided by the homegarden of that household .

Discussion and conclusio n

To sum up, our household survey in the city of Kozhikode cov-
ers a time horizon from 2000 to 2010 to capture the magnitud e
of change in homegardens, the dominant form of private gree n
spaces in tropical regions . This study shows a substantial declin e
in private green spaces, meas ured in terms of the added economi c
value of homegardens to their owners . We have identified techno -
logical infusion at the household level, measured by the possessio n
of personal computers, as associated with the decline in homegar -
dens . These empirical findings present a striking contrast to th e
age-old Indian tradition of reverence and conservation of green-
ery and wooded areas . The relationship between cultural value s
and homegardens is a recurrent theme in the existing literatur e
(Kimber, 2004 ; Puri and Nair, 2004 ; Bhatti, 2006 ; Galluzzi et al . ,
2010) . These studies demonstrate the fact that homegardens are o f
major cultural significance not only in India, but elsewhere in th e
world . However, this state of affairs may not persist in the urba n
context in India if we extrapolate from the results of this case study .

We would like to emphasise at this point that there are pos-
itive externalities generated from the possession of a household
homegarden . In terms of added economic value, a homegarden ben -
efits not only the concerned household but also society at large . I n
fact, the importance of positive externalities of urban green space i s
embedded in the URGE Team definition (2004) : "public and private
open spaces in urban areas, primarily covered by vegetation, whic h
are directly (e .g. active or passive recreation) or indirectly (e .g . pos -
itive influence on the urban environment) available for the users" .
(There is no common definition of urban green spaces and the clas -
sification of different types of green spaces differs among countrie s
(Baycan-Levent and Nijkamp, 2009)) . We find that the definitio n
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Table 2
Regression analysis with the change in economic value of homegarden products (2000-2010) as the dependent variable .'

Independent variables Specification s

(I) (II) (III )

Change in number of household members 240 .458 (2 .29) b 247 .432 (2 .39) 243 .726 (2 .35 )
Change in average age of adult members -1 .530 (0 .07) -1 .715 (0.08) -1 .366 (0.06 )
Change in income group -527 .882 (0 .80) -901 .039 (1 .36) -909 .718 (1 .37 )
Change in number of personal computers - -819 .561 (2 .51) -798 .915 (2 .43 )
Change in number of colour televisions - 265 .308 (0.61 )
R2 0.039 0 .079 0 .08 1
Number of observations 150 150 15 0

' Analysis based on a survey in Kozhikode, India .
b Absolute value of the t-statistics is noted in the parenthesis .

of urban green space by URGE Team (2004) tits our study context . )
In other words, the reduction of homegardens leads to negative
externalities . A household would not consider external benefit s
when making an economic decision regarding homegarden activi-
ties ; that is, the private benefits of a homegarden would be less tha n
the social benefits of that homegarden . In other words, household s
do not enjoy the full benefits, e .g ., aesthetics, amelioration of micro -
climate, mitigating noise pollution, that arise from a homegarden .
This is a textbook case of externalities causing market failures i n
the economic context. Therefore, we highlight the fact that the cos t
of conserving the homegardens falls solely on the shoulders of a n
owner. The contribution of homegardens to the greater society i s
largely unnoticed and therefore the cost borne by the owner is dis-
proportionately high compared to the benefits availed by her . O n
the other hand, the technologically advanced sector offers increas-
ingly higher prices for her technological skills . In other words, i f
she possesses technological skills, she would prefer to take a job
in the technologically advanced sector rather than spending tim e
in her homegarden maximising economic value from homegarde n
products . The negative association between technological infusio n
and added economic value of a homegarden for a household is a
testament to this reality .

Because homegardens constitute a case of positive externalitie s
by benefiting not only the owners but society as well, economi c
efficiency demands the State or a collective decision making bod y
to take appropriate measures to conserve urban green space s
in the private domain. We might also presume that in the pre -
technological progress era, the cultural ethos was inculcated i n
the society to make optimal choices regarding the establishment o f
homegardens . It is entirely possible that the cultural ethos acts a s
a substitute for the State to internalise these positive externalitie s
generated by homegardens for the individual owners . However, i n
the wake of technological progress, this cultural ethos may have
diminished, leaving state intervention as the only means to inter-
nalise the positive externalities .

One way to rectify this problem of positive externalities associ -
ated with homegardens is for the State to tax the earnings in th e
technologically advanced sector to subsidise the conservation o f
homegardens in the private domain . Incidentally, the provincia l
government in the study context has come up with a scheme t o
promote homegardens in urban agglomerations, necessitated b y
the gradually plummeting economic value provided by homegar-
den products, specifically coconut, the principal cash crop of thi s
region (Government of Kerala, 2002) . The scale of such efforts ,
nonetheless, may not match the magnitude of the deterioratio n
of the urban landscape, including private green spaces . Becaus e
India and other developing countries are becoming increasingl y
urbanised, the magnitude of this problem will most likely onl y
increase . Therefore, we conclude by suggesting an enhanced rol e
for urban environmental governance for the conservation of privat e
green spaces .
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